Second-harmonic generation ͑SHG͒ is reported in quantum cascade ͑QC͒ lasers with active regions that also support nonlinear cascades with large second order nonlinear susceptibility. SHG has been measured from 10 up to 250 K heat sink temperature, with about 1 W of nonlinear power at 10 K and about 50 nW at 250 K. Single-mode and tunable SHG at 3.5 m wavelength has been measured from single-mode QC distributed feedback lasers operating at the fundamental pump wavelength of 7.0 m. Thermal tuning results in a tuning rate for the SHG emission of ϳ0.2 nm/K for temperatures above ϳ100 K. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.1703850͔
Intersubband optical transitions in asymmetric coupled quantum wells ͑QWs͒ can be designed to exhibit giant resonant optical nonlinearities. 1 We recently took advantage of this well-known fact for a report of nonlinear light generation-sum frequency and second harmonic generation ͑SHG͒-in quantum cascade ͑QC͒ lasers. 2 As the latter are also based on intersubband transitions in semiconductor QWs, a monolithic approach to the integration of the optical nonlinearity and the fundamental pump QC laser is straightforward and allows for many different configurations. 3 In a companion paper we report on the optimization of SHG in QC lasers where the optical nonlinearity is collocated with the QWs of the QC-laser active regions. 4 This earlier work suggests that efficient frequency up-conversion may become an alternative way of generating narrowband, short-to midwave IR radiation ͑2-5 m͒ using semiconductor lasers. So far, reports of nonlinear light generation in QC lasers were limited to measurements at cryogenic temperatures ͑ϳ10 K͒ and to Fabry-Pérot type lasers. In light of potential applications in short-to midwave IR sensors, however, high temperature and single-mode operation is required, or at least highly favored.
Therefore, in this letter we report the temperature dependence and single-mode tuning characteristics of SHG in QC lasers. We experimentally demonstrate SHG up to 250 K heat sink temperature, as well as tunable single-mode emission-simultaneously around 7.0 ͑fundamental pump͒ and 3.5 m ͑SHG͒ wavelength-in the temperature range from 10 to 250 K. The single-mode tuning rate for the SHG signal is ϳ0.2 nm/K above ϳ100 K. Figure 1 shows a portion of the conduction band diagram, one active region sandwiched between two injector regions, of a QC laser with simultaneous large second-order optical nonlinearity for efficient SHG. Laser action takes place between energy levels 3 and 2. Two second-order nonlinear cascades can be found in the energy level triplets 2-3-4 and 3-4 -5. The existence of two interleaved nonlinear cascades, with 2-3-4 being the dominant one, is a peculiarity of this particular active region design, and not a general feature of SHG in QC lasers. The QC-laser design shown in Fig. 1 is that of sample D2882, which was used to fabricate single-mode emitting distributed feedback ͑DFB͒ devices; an optimized version of this design was realized in wafer D2886 and used for the measurement of the temperature dependence. The quantum design and strength of the optical nonlinearities of both samples, as well as their waveguides and device layout, are in detail described in Ref.
4.
Deep-etched ridge waveguide lasers were processed with stripe widths of 10-16 m and cleaved to a length between 1.5 and 3 mm. The lasers were In-solder bonded to copper heat sinks and attached to the temperature-controlled cold finger of a liquid He flow cryostat. The lasers were operated with 50-80 ns long current pulses at 4 -84 kHz repetition rate. At such low pulse duty cycles, we can assume that the laser core temperature is very close to the heat-sink temperature. Figure 2 shows the linear and nonlinear light output and voltage versus current (L -I -V) characteristics of a 10 m wide and 3 mm long device of D2886 at various heat sink temperatures as indicated. The top panel shows the linear optical power at ϳ7.5 m wavelength measured with nearly unity collection efficiency from one facet using an uncooled HgCdTe photovoltaic detector. The lower panel shows the nonlinear SHG light output at ϳ3.75 m wavelength measured with a cooled InSb photovoltaic detector and collected with 60% collection efficiency from the same facet. From the linear and quadratic portions of the L -I curves in the top and bottom panel, respectively, an external linear to nonlinear power conversion efficiency can be deduced. The latter is shown as a function of the heat-sink temperature in the inset of Fig. 2 . Figure 3 reports spectra taken of the same device of Fig.  2 at cryogenic temperature as well as at 250 K heat sink temperature.
At cryogenic temperatures short wavelength light with power levels up to ϳ1.2 W has been observed, which attests to an efficient SHG process. As the heat sink temperature is raised, the nonlinear power drops quickly, a combined effect of the reduced power level of the fundamental pump laser and the reduced linear to nonlinear conversion efficiency. Nevertheless, at 250 K, a clear SHG signal can be measured, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ top, with a peak power level of ϳ50 nW. Only at 300 K had the signal disappeared into a rising short-wavelength background. 5 The reduction of the fundamental optical power with increased heat sink and active region temperature is a wellknown effect with QC lasers ͑as with most semiconductor lasers͒, and the laser of Fig. 2 , top, is a quite representative example. Nevertheless, QC lasers with higher optical power even at room temperature have been reported, which feature either a significantly larger number of QC-laser active regions in the waveguide core, 6 were processed as large area or amplifying devices, 7 or were the result of careful materials engineering. 8 Therefore, efficient SHG should be possible with QC lasers having peak output power levels in the watt range at room temperature. In addition, the injector regions in sample D2886 were doped about 2.5 times the usual doping level of conventional QC lasers; this helps to increase the nonlinear susceptibility, but also leads to a higher laser threshold and lower slope efficiency and peak optical power at the fundamental frequency. The deterioration of the external linear to nonlinear power conversion efficiency, conversely, can be understood from a discussion of the second order nonlinear susceptibility 2 (2) , to which it is closely related through P(2) 2 , where P() and P(2) are the linear and nonlinear ͑SHG͒ power at frequencies and 2, respectively. Using the energy level notation of Fig. 1, and 
where e, ប, and 0 are the electron charge, reduced Planck's constant, and vacuum permittivity, respectively. N i (iϭ2,3) are the electron densities of subband i, and z i j , E i j , and 2␥ i j (i, jϭ2,3,4 ) the optical dipole matrix elements, energy differences, and transition broadenings between levels i and j, respectively. The cascade 3-4 -5 also makes a contribution to ͉ 2 (2) ͉, which has a structure similar to Eq. ͑1͒.
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In Eq. ͑1͒, we find several clearly temperature-dependent quantities. In particular, the transition linewidths of QC lasers are known to increase significantly, by ϳ50%, between 10 and 300 K. 6 We estimate values of 2␥ 23 ϭ12 meV and 2␥ 24 ϭ20 meV for 10 K heat sink temperature and 2␥ 23 ϭ18 meV and 2␥ 24 ϭ30 meV for 300 K. The larger contribution to the drop of ͉ 2 (2) ͉ with increasing temperature thereby results from the increase in 2␥ 24 , as the increase in 2␥ 23 is partly ͑except for excited state absorption 3→4) compensated by the increase in (N 3 -N 2 ). Another source of reduced ͉ 2 (2) ͉ can be found in the thermal shift of the various energy levels that may lead to changed resonance conditions in Eq. ͑1͒.
Therefore, to obtain a large second order nonlinear susceptibility also at thermoelectric cooler and up to room temperature, care has to be taken to first achieve narrow line broadening at all temperatures. Highest material quality is one clear avenue to narrow linewidths. Finally, an energy level design that takes into account the thermal shift will also lead to improved high temperature performance.
A large dynamical temperature range is essential for efficient thermal tuning of single-mode QC DFB lasers. In the remainder of the manuscript we discuss the single-mode tuning of SHG of a QC-DFB laser. QC-DFB devices with first order Bragg gratings of ⌳ B ϭ1.1, 1.125, and 1.15 m period were fabricated from wafer D2882 and operated in conventional fashion.
6 Figure 4 shows the single-mode emission wavelength at both the fundamental pump and SHG wavelengths as a function of the heat sink temperature for a device with ⌳ B ϭ1.1 m. The inset shows a high-resolution shortwavelength spectrum taken at cryogenic temperature. As we obtain single-mode emission for the QC lasers, the SHG signal is also single mode. The fundamental emission wavelength of the QC-DFB laser is given by ϭ2•n eff (T)
•⌳ B , with n eff (T) being the temperature dependent effective refractive index of the waveguide. The single-mode wavelength 2 of the SHG signal is given by 2 ϭ /2 ϭn eff (T)•⌳ B . Therefore, we expect a SHG tuning rate of half the value of that of the fundamental mode.
In fact, as shown in Fig. 4 we measure tuning rates of ϳ0.4 and ϳ0.2 nm/K for the fundamental pump and SHG light, respectively. The latter is very comparable to the tuning rate expected for a QC-DFB laser with fundamental light emission at such short wavelength, 6 which is not surprising taking into account that the temperature coefficients of the refractive indices of the various materials are only very little wavelength dependent at energies far away from the fundamental energy gap.
The nonlinear optical power measured from the singlemode devices of D2882 was significantly below 1 W. Nevertheless, design improvements such as wafer D2886, the data and discussion in Ref. 4 , and ongoing work on true phase-matching waveguides indicate that ultimately nonlinear power levels for SHG in the low milliwatt range will be feasible. The limitation to the linear to nonlinear conversion efficiency in the devices presented here was clearly the absence of any phase matching. 
